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Population in PovertyIncome Distribution
InternationalPercentage of Income in
Poverty LineEach Quintile of Population

National Poverty (percent)(<1 Int$/day) {b}HighestLowestGiniSurvey
UrbanRuralNationalYear(s)(percent)Year(s)80-10060-8040-6020-400-20Coefficient {a}Year

XXXXXXXXXXXXXWORLD
XXXXXXXXXXXXXASIA (EXCL. MIDDLE EAST)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXArmenia
XX68.11995XXXXXXXXXAzerbaijan

14.339.835.61899XX37.922.017.213.59.428c1992Bangladesh
XXXXXXXXXXXXXBhutan

21.140.136.11997XXXXXXXXXCambodia
e<2.07.96.0199622.2199547.522.314.99.85.542d1995China

XXXXXXXXXXXXXGeorgia
30.536.735.0199447.0199439.321.716.813.09.230c1994India
16.814.315.119907.7199644.920.815.111.38.037d1996Indonesia

fXX6.91992f0.21992XXXXXXXJapan
3.039.034.61996XX40.422.916.912.37.533d1993Kazakhstan

XXXXXXXXXXXXXKorea, Dem People's Rep
XXXXXXXXXXXXXKorea, Rep 

28.748.140.0199318.9199342.323.116.411.56.735d1993Kyrgyzstan
24.053.046.11993XX40.221.016.312.99.630c1992Lao People's Dem Rep

XX15.519894.3199553.720.413.08.34.648d1989Malaysia
38.533.136.31995XX40.923.016.612.27.333c1995Mongolia

XXXXXXXXXXXXXMyanmar
23.044.042.0189950.3199544.821.015.111.57.637c1899Nepal
28.036.934.0199111.6199141.220.316.013.09.431c1996Pakistan
22.551.237.5199726.9199449.621.113.99.65.943c1994Philippines

XXXXXXXXXXXXXSingapore
18.324.422.419914.0199039.321.716.913.18.930c1990Sri Lanka

XXXXXXXXXXXXXTajikistan
10.215.513.11992e<2.0199252.720.013.08.75.646c1992Thailand

XXXX4.9199342.822.816.311.46.736d1993Turkmenistan
XXXXXXXXXXXXXUzbekistan

25.957.250.91993XX44.021.415.411.47.836c1993Viet Nam
XXXXXXXXXXXXXEUROPE

19.6XX1996XXXXXXXX XAlbania
XXXXXX33.322.918.514.810.423d1987Austria
XX22.51995e<2.0199337.223.117.713.58.529d1995Belarus

eXX2.61992f0.9199234.523.018.414.69.525d1992Belgium
XXXXXXXXXXXXXBosnia and Herzegovina
XXXX2.6199239.322.317.013.08.331d1992Bulgaria
XXXXXXXXXXXXXCroatia
XXXX3.1199337.421.316.913.910.527d1993Czech Rep

eXX4.11992f0.9199234.522.718.314.99.625d1992Denmark
6.814.78.919946.0199341.823.117.012.06.235d1995Estonia

eXX2.81991f0.1199135.822.317.614.210.026d1991Finland
eXX4.31984f0.8198440.122.817.112.77.233d1989France
eXX5.21989f0.7198937.122.917.513.59.028d1989Germany

XXXXXXXXXXXXXGreece
XX25.319930.7199338.121.416.913.99.728d1993Hungary
XXXXXXXXXXXXXIceland

eXX4.41987f1.4198742.922.416.411.66.736d1987Ireland
eXX2.71991XX38.923.217.312.97.631d1991Italy

XXXXe<2.0199337.022.918.013.88.329d1995Latvia
XXXXe<2.0199342.121.316.212.38.134d1993Lithuania
XXXXXXXXXXXXXMacedonia, FYR
XXXX6.8199241.523.116.711.96.934d1992Moldova, Rep 

eXX4.31991f1.9199139.922.516.713.08.032d1991Netherlands
eXX2.41991f0.4199135.322.417.914.310.025d1991Norway

XX23.819936.8199336.622.617.713.89.327c1992Poland
XXXXXXXXXXXXXPortugal

15.628.021.5199417.7199237.322.617.613.68.928d1994Romania
XX30.91994e<2.0199352.820.713.68.84.248c1996Russian Federation
XXXX12.8199231.422.218.815.811.920d1992Slovakia
XXXXe<2.0199338.621.916.913.39.329d1993Slovenia

eXX5.51990f0.5199040.322.617.012.67.533d1990Spain
eXX4.21992f0.3199234.523.218.114.59.625d1992Sweden

XXXXXX43.521.915.611.67.436d1982Switzerland
XX31.71995e<2.0199252.220.813.89.04.347d1995Ukraine

eXX6.71991f0.5199139.823.117.212.87.133d1986United Kingdom
XXXXXXXXXXXXXYugoslavia
XXXXXXXXXXXXXMIDDLE EAST & N. AFRICA
XXXXXXXXXXXX XAfghanistan

14.730.322.61995e<2.0199542.622.716.111.67.035c1995Algeria
XXXX7.6189941.121.416.312.58.732c1991Egypt
XXXXXXXXXXXXXIran, Islamic Rep 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXIraq
XXXXXX42.522.916.311.46.936d1992Israel
XX15.019912.5199250.120.313.99.85.943c1991Jordan
XXXXXXXXXXXXXKuwait
XXXXXXXXXXXXXLebanon
XXXXXXXXXXXXXLibyan Arab Jamahiriya

7.618.013.11899e<2.0189946.321.715.010.56.639c1899Morocco
XXXXXXXXXXXXXOman
XXXXXXXXXXXXXSaudi Arabia
XXXXXXXXXXXXXSyrian Arab Rep

8.921.614.119903.9199046.322.115.310.45.940c1990Tunisia
XXXXXXXXXXXXXTurkey
XXXXXXXXXXXXXUnited Arab Emirates

18.619.219.11992XX46.121.615.310.96.140c1992Yemen

Notes: a. Gini coefficients measure the inequality in income distribution within the population (0 = perfectly equal, 100 = perfectly unequal).  b. Estimated using GDP based on
purchasing power parity. c. Refers to expenditure shares by percentiles of population. Rankings are based on per capita expenditure. d. Refers to income shares by percentiles of
population. Rankings are based on per capita income. e. As reported by the World Bank. f. Luxembourg Income Study estimates (national poverty is defined here as 40 percent of
the national median income).
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XXXXXXXXXXXXXSUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
XXXXXXXXXXXXXAngola
XX33.01995XXXXXXXXXBenin
XXXX33.01985-86XXXXXXXBotswana
XXXXXX55.018.712.08.75.548c1994Burkina Faso
XX36.21990XXXXXXXXXBurundi

44.432.440.01984XXXXXXXXXCameroon
XXXXXXXXXXXXXCentral African Rep

63.067.064.01995-96XXXXXXXXXChad
XXXXXXXXXXXXXCongo
XXXXXXXXXXXXXCongo, Dem Rep 
XXXX17.7198844.122.215.811.26.837c1988Côte d'Ivoire
XXXXXXXXXXXXXEquatorial Guinea
XXXXXXXXXXXXXEritrea
XXXX46.01981-8247.719.814.510.97.140c1995Ethiopia
XXXXXXXXXXXXXGabon
XX64.01992XX52.820.413.59.04.448c1992Gambia

26.734.331.41992XX41.721.915.812.28.433c1997Ghana
XXXX26.3199147.221.214.810.46.440c1994Guinea

24.160.948.8199188.2199158.920.612.06.52.156c1991Guinea-Bissau
29.346.446.4199250.2199250.220.914.29.75.045c1994Kenya
27.853.949.2199348.81986-8760.119.411.26.52.856c1986-87Lesotho

XXXXXXXXXXXXXLiberia
XXXX72.3199352.120.113.39.45.146c1993Madagascar
XX54.01990-91XXXXXXXXXMalawi
XXXXXX56.219.311.98.04.651c1994Mali
XX57.0199031.4198845.622.015.410.86.239c1995Mauritania
XXXXXXXXXXXXXMozambique
XXXXXXXXXXXXXNamibia

52.066.063.01989-9361.5199253.323.113.97.12.651c1995Niger
30.436.434.11992-9331.11992-9349.423.414.48.94.045c1992-93Nigeria

XX51.2199345.71983-8539.121.616.513.29.729c1983-85Rwanda
16.440.433.4199154.01991-9257.919.512.17.43.154c1991Senegal
53.076.068.01989XX63.423.79.82.01.163c1989Sierra Leone

XXXXXXXXXXXXXSomalia
XXXX23.7199364.817.79.25.52.959c1993-94South Africa
XXXXXXXXXXXXXSudan
XX51.11991XX45.521.615.111.06.838c1993Tanzania, United Rep
XX32.31987-89XXXXXXXXXTogo
XX55.0199369.31989-9046.121.315.210.96.639c1992-93Uganda
XX86.0199384.6199354.820.112.88.24.250c1996Zambia
XX25.51990-9141.01990-9162.317.410.06.34.057c1990Zimbabwe
XXXXXXXXXXXXXNORTH AMERICA

eXX7.01991f0.3199139.323.017.212.97.532d1994Canada
eXX13.21994f1.4199445.223.516.010.54.840d1994United States

XXXXXXXXXXXXXC. AMERICA & CARIBBEAN
XXXXXXXXXXXXXBelize
XXXX18.9198951.821.713.78.84.047d1996Costa Rica
XXXXXXXXXXXXXCuba

10.929.820.6199219.9198955.719.712.57.94.251d1989Dominican Rep
43.155.748.31992XX54.420.513.18.33.750d1995El Salvador

XXXX53.3198963.018.610.55.82.160d1989Guatemala
XX65.01987XXXXXXXXXHaiti

56.046.050.0199246.9199258.019.711.77.13.454d1996Honduras
XX34.219924.3199347.521.614.910.25.841c1991Jamaica
XX10.1198814.9199258.219.211.87.23.654d1995Mexico

31.976.150.3199343.8199355.220.012.68.04.250c1993Nicaragua
XXXX25.6198960.419.811.36.22.357d1995Panama
XX21.01992XXXXXXXXXTrinidad and Tobago
XXXXXXXXXXXXXSOUTH AMERICA
XX25.51991XXXXXXXXXArgentina
XXXXXX48.222.014.59.75.642d1990Bolivia

13.132.617.4199023.6199564.217.79.95.72.560d1995Brazil
XX20.5199415.0199261.018.110.96.63.557d1994Chile

8.031.217.719927.4199161.517.610.96.83.157d1995Colombia
25.047.035.0199430.4199452.619.913.28.95.447c1994Ecuador

XXXXXX46.921.215.010.76.340c1993Guyana
19.728.521.81991XX62.418.710.75.92.359d1995Paraguay
40.464.749.01997XX51.221.314.19.14.446d1996Peru

XXXXXXXXXXXXXSuriname
XXXXXXXXXXXXXUruguay
XX31.3198911.8199151.821.313.88.84.347d1995Venezuela
XXXXXXXXXXXXXOCEANIA

eXX7.01989f0.8198940.923.316.612.27.034d1989Australia
XXXXXXXXXXXXXFiji
XXXXXXXXXXXXXNew Zealand
XXXXXX56.519.211.97.94.551c1996Papua New Guinea
XXXXXXXXXXXXXSolomon Islands

Notes: a. Gini coefficients measure the inequality in income distribution within the population (0 = perfectly equal, 100 = perfectly unequal).  b. Estimated using GDP based on
purchasing power parity. c. Refers to expenditure shares by percentiles of population. Rankings are based on per capita expenditure. d. Refers to income shares by percentiles of
population. Rankings are based on per capita income. e. As reported by the World Bank. f. Luxembourg Income Study estimates (national poverty is defined here as 40 percent of
the national median income).
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Table EI.3 Distribution of Income and Poverty

Sources: Gini coefficient, income distribution, and poverty: World Bank, World Development
Indicators 1999, on CD-ROM (World Bank, Washington, D.C., 1999). Poverty estimates for selected
developed countries: Timothy M. Smeeding, Financial Poverty in Developed Countries: The Evidence
from the Luxembourg Income Study (Final Report to the United Nations Development Programme),
Luxembourg Income Study, Working Paper No. 155 (Syracuse, New York and Walferdange,
Luxembourg, 1997).

The World Bank uses a variety of data sources, including reports of governments, international
organizations, and household surveys, when necessary, to compile estimates of the distribution of
income within countries.

Survey year indicates the year data were collected for income distribution.

The Gini coefficient measures the extent to which the actual distribution of income differs from a
perfectly equal distribution. A coefficient of zero would reflect perfect equality; a coefficient of 100
would represent perfect inequality. Graphically, the index is the area between a Lorenz curve (the
cumulative percentage of total income against the cumulative percentage of recipients—starting
with the poorest individual or household) and a hypothetical line of absolute equality (expressed as a
percentage of the area under the line).

Percentage of income in each quintile of population is the share of total income that accrues to each
of the different quintiles of the population ranked according to income (starting with the lowest 20
percent and moving up the income ladder to the highest 20 percent).

Personal or household income or consumption data come from national household surveys. Rankings
are based on per capita income or consumption. Comparisons among figures for each quintile are
difficult because of differences in household size and in extent of income sharing among household
members. If original data from the household survey were available, income (or consumption) shares
were calculated. If these data were unavailable, then shares were estimated from the best available
grouped data.

Year indicates the year data were collected for the international poverty line.

The percentage of people falling below the international poverty line was calculated by the World
Bank for most of the countries from primary household survey data obtained from government
statistical agencies and World Bank country departments. Data for poverty in selected developed
countries are the product of the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS).

The international poverty line is the percentage of people living on less than $1 a day (at 1985
international prices) adjusted for purchasing power parity. Purchasing power parity is defined as the
number of units of a country’s currency required to buy the same amounts of goods and services in
the domestic market as $1 would buy in the United States. The computation involves deriving
implicit quantities from national accounts expenditure data and specially collected price data and
then revaluing the implicit quantities in each country at a single set of average prices. Because the
same international price averages are used for every country, cross-country comparisons reflect
differences in quantities of goods and services free of price-level differences. This procedure is
designed to bring cross-country comparisons in line with cross-time real-value comparisons that are
based on constant price series.
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Year indicates the year data were collected for the national poverty line.

The national poverty rate is calculated using World Bank poverty assessments based on household
surveys and reflects the population living below the national urban poverty line. Data for poverty in
selected developed countries are the product of the LIS. The rural poverty rate refers to the rural
population living below the national rural poverty line.

The urban poverty rate is the percentage of the population living under the national urban poverty
line. Definitions of poverty vary among countries and consistent comparisons can be difficult. For
further information, please refer to the original sources.

The definition of a national poverty line chosen here (40 percent of the median income) is just one of
several alternative definitions offered by the LIS. Forty percent of the median income provides a close
approximation to the percentage of poor reported by the United States (14.5 percent in 1994—using
a more complex algorithm, U.S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States
1996 [U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C., 1996], p. 472). With the exception of the
United States and the United Kingdom, these developed countries do not commonly report poverty
estimates.
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